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De common sense of science by J. Bronows.ki. Published by Heineman, London, 
978, Pp. 159, Price £ 1· 50. 

This is a repant of the book first pu blished in 1951 by a distinguished scientist, broad
!erand a great intellectual. It is remarkable that it maintains its freshness and appeal 

'cn now. 

The book essentially deals with the evolution of scientific thought in the West, parti
wlarly in England ancl~ Europe. The author makef a brilliant analysis, and con.iders 
m deep questions often asked about science as has evolved and as to where we 
heading. And I believe, he succeeded in exploding some common misconceptions 

out cience. For t'xample, it has been a well-known modern prejudice that art and 
Idcnce are rflutTJally incompatible. He finds eloquent retort in Greek scienti ts and 

i1osophers and in the example par excellence of Leonardo Da Vinci of the Renaissance 
Period. Thus the thesis of his .:hapter I is concerned with science and sensibility and the 
mderlying connection between arts, culture and science. Chapters 2 to 4 analyse the 
r.ientifi.: revolution in the 17th century and the development of Newton's mech2nistic 
model, its enormous success from terrestrial to celestial phenomena and leading to the 
concept of machine li.ke order in the physical world. 

In Chapter 5, the author dissusses the central problem of the nineteenth century 
s.:ientific methods culminating in the concept that all laws must be framed in casual 
form so much w that the idea' and effect has a powerful hold or. our minds. 
homed to unify both the physical and biological sciences. This became the guiding 
common seure principle. 

The revolution of the twentieth (;entury science has, howevtor, radically altered OUr 
common sense view of the world. Thuf, Einstein dissarded the Newtonian assumption 
or absolute space and absolute time common to all observers. There is no universal 
'now' and the state of motion of observers plays a very important role. The space and 
lime get intricately mixed up and cannot be distinguished from matters and their motion. 
The birth of quantum physics led to complete abandonment of the common sens.e view 
or the world at the mi.::roscopic level, wherein there is inherent uncertainty in the descrip
bon of nature. At this level we can have only a statistical or probabilistic view of the 
microscopi.c world. Even in the life science, determi.nism had. to give way to probability 
or things happeni.ng as exemplified by Mendel's law of the random coupling among the 
!Mes. 

One is thus naturally led to the idea of chance in Chapter 6, which i.s discussed at 
~glb from various angles-trend and fluctuations, effect and chance, etc., and the 
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addition to the existing literature because it brings them together in one place. Ute 
boo has been reproduced from type script and tp.ere are only a few figures. There is 

list of additional references, some Qf them up to 1978. There is also a fairly short 
index, 

G. SURYAN 

The Observer's Book of Rocks and Minerals by Richard and Francis Atkinson. 
Published by Frederick Warne (Publishers) Ltd., 40, Bedford Square, London, 
WClB 3HE, 1979, Pp. 184, Price £ 1· 50. 

Nothing is as important in the natnral world as our own earth and the rocks beneath 
ur feet. The Observer's Book of Rocks and Minerals is written by the well-known 

IIlthors in a clear, readable style and contain many colourful photographs and instruc
tive illustrations to identify minerals and rocks by simpl field tests. The two main 
prts of the book are the" Description of Rocks" and the" Description of Mineral " 
with brief sections on the formation of rocks and on the origin of mineral deposits. 

Thumb through this book before you go on hikes, trips and vacation. Read n 
bltome familiar with the pictures of minerals and rocks. This may enable you to 
identify some common rocks and minerals at sight. Visit collecting places, examine 
IpeCimens and try simple field tes:s. You will find how tT.seful this Observer's Book 

Rocks (1,ll.d Mi.nerals is going to be, 

G. V. ANAN'fHA lYER 

A' Level Physics, Volume 1, Mechanics and Heat by M. Chapple. Published by 
Macdonald and Evans, Estover Road, Plymouth PL6 7PZ, UK, Second Edition 1979, 

xiv +318, Price £ 1'75, ISBN number: 0 7121 0154 3. 

The book is divided into two parts, the first part dealing with mechanics and proper
ofmatter and the second part dealing with heat. Part one covers units and measure

, statics and hydrostatics, Newton's laws of motion, simple harmonic motion, 
'ily, elasticity, viscosity and surface tension, these being the sequ.ence in which the 
cs are discussed. Part two covers the measu.rerr.ent of emperature, heat energy 
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and its transformations, properties of ideal gases, vapours and vapour pressures and 
the various methods of heat transfer. 

Each of the 12 chapters has about a dozen worked examples and about 30 problems 
and exercises. Hints for the answerS are given at the end of the book. The traditional 
topics are refreshingly interspaced with the ideas of the current statUS of the subjects. 
The exercises are also a blend of the trac!iiional problems with the questions based 
ou current day practical experience. The reviewer found Appendix 1, entitled ' Exrmj· 
nation Techniques' to be a sound piece of advice to every student serious about 
exarnination. His task of correcting the answer papers of generations of studem 
would have been a lot more pleasant if the student had access to this type of COlT'.lI!OI

sense advice. 

In sununary, the book is heartily reconunended. The only disappointing feature 
that the price of £1 ·75 would take the book beyond the reach of most Indian swcen! 
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